We’re planting trees in your neighborhood!

On ______________, [date] volunteers will plant trees in your neighborhood on Metro property between the sidewalk and the street.

More than ______________ [number] volunteers will gather on ______________ [street] and then plant ______________ [number] ______________ [tree species] trees in the grass strips on ______________ . [street or streets] The planting lasts ______________ , [start and stop time] and we’ll clean up everything before we leave. Prior to this date, you may see markings on the street to indicate utilities.

Residents bear no responsibility for planting or the care of these trees. Our representatives will water them for ______________ . [how long] Besides beautifying the neighborhood, these trees make a measurable difference in providing clean air and water, reducing stormwater, and shading the city.

This project is part of ______________’s [organizers] planting program. Sponsors include ______________, ______________, and ______________ . [sponsor names]

For information visit ______________ [website] or call ______________. [contact phone number]
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